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Hello from Craft Scotland
Craft Scotland is the national development agency supporting makers and promoting craft.
We provide leadership for the sector, working to inspire high-quality contemporary work
and to champion makers who excel in the innovative use of glass, wood, paper, textiles,
ceramics, plastics, furniture, jewellery and more.
•
•
•

We create opportunities for makers to practice, exhibit, sell and promote work,
and help them to develop their creative and business practice.
We help wider audiences to see, buy, collect and learn about craft, through events
and exhibitions in Scotland and internationally, through partnerships and online.
We advocate for the sector as a vital contributor to cultural, economic and social
well-being – for the nation, for individuals and for communities.

We were established in 2004 and registered as a charity in 2008. In 2015 we became a
Creative Scotland Regularly Funded Organisation, with a multi-year grant of currently
£333,000 per annum, placing us among the top 25 supported bodies. This core support is
vital to the majority of our activity, complemented by active fundraising and revenue
generation.
Our finances are well managed, with currently sufficient levels of unrestricted reserves.
Our latest Annual Accounts are available here and the Memorandum & Articles is available
on request.
We deliver across arts and creative industries agendas with a year-round programme.
Our website, social media channels and e-newsletters communicate with a wide
constituency. We have been active from Hawick to Lerwick, working with hospitals, prisons,
museums and shopping centres, galleries and conference halls to widen participation and
engage with every age group, from young children at school to elders with dementia.
The extraordinary experience of the pandemic lockdown is extremely challenging for
many in the sector. We are working hard to support people affected, whilst thinking
positively. In a mass-produced, wasteful, socially distanced and online world, beautiful
handmade work, created with care and skill, to treasure or to gift to others, has huge
significance. And tapping into creativity boosts personal development and well-being,
employability, innovation, entrepreneurialism and healthy communities.
Over the next six to twelve months we will be updating our Strategic Plan for the years
ahead. The current 2018-21 plan is available on our website.
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Our strategic aims are:
•
•
•
•
•

To unite, inspire and champion craft in Scotland
To help makers develop their creative and business practice
To promote high quality contemporary craft practice
locally, nationally and internationally
To create a strong economy and infrastructure for craft
To increase and diversify the audience for craft

Our values are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognition: We believe in the skill, talent and commitment of makers in Scotland.
Engagement: We believe audiences should have opportunities to see, enjoy, engage
with and buy craft.
Quality: We champion quality in all aspects of the sector and in our own activities.
Ambition: We believe the sector can achieve its full potential through its ability to
challenge and innovate in all areas.
Collaboration: We recognise and appreciate those who share our objectives and
partner with them to achieve more.
Integrity: We run our organisation with integrity, make sure we are well-governed,
financially stable and have a passionate and committed team.

Priorities for the future include diversifying our Board, our audiences and the maker
community, and building career pathways. Scotland has a proud history of making and
creativity, which underpins its economy and international reputation for innovation and
entrepreneurship. We are ambitious for the sector and how it can deliver economically,
socially and educationally. We are optimistic and confident in the role Craft Scotland can
play in this success.

Hello from the Board
The Craft Scotland Board is responsible for shaping strategy, monitoring progress and
ensuring robust and compliant operation. Together with the Director and senior staff
we regularly review the programme, explore the wider landscape and jointly develop
new strategy and plans.
Non-executive directors have fiduciary duties under company and charity law, including
legal, financial and employment matters, policy, planning and effective management.
Whilst day-to-day duties are largely delegated to the staff team (following an approved
scheme of delegation), the ultimate responsibility for effectiveness lies with the Board.
The current Board includes people with experience in strategy, governance, management,
finances, education, fundraising and marketing, as well as professionals from the craft sector.
We are committed, knowledgeable – and friendly! We also know we want to grow and
change.
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There are currently two Board places available, as members have relocated or completed
their terms of office. We are keen to welcome people who can bring fresh perspectives,
are passionate about craft, creativity or design, and can help us deliver our ambitions.

How does the Board work?
Membership
•
•
•
•
•

The Board consists of up to 12 non-executive directors, including a Chair and
Vice Chair.
Board members are appointed for an initial three-year term. This is renewable for
a second three-year term with the agreement of the full Board.
The website lists current Board members, who are also credited in Annual Reviews.
Posts are voluntary and unremunerated; out-of-pocket expenses are reimbursed.
Full role profiles for Board members, the Chair and Vice Chair are attached as an
Appendix and form part of the Board Induction pack.

Meetings
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

The Board meets formally five times a year, typically in January, March, May, August
and November.
Meetings are generally on a Wednesday or Thursday from 4pm to 6.30/7pm (often
with a glass of wine afterwards!).
We also hold a Strategy Awayday (or couple of half-days) in the course of the year.
Agendas and papers are circulated a week in advance (by email, though hard copies
can be sent). Minutes are circulated a week later along with an Action Log.
Meetings are usually held at our offices in Edinburgh (Studios 6 & 7, Castle Mills, 2
Gilmore Park, Edinburgh EH3 9FN). During lockdown restrictions, meetings are
online through Zoom; we aim to continue an element of ‘remote attendance’, to
manage demands on travel time, costs and carbon emissions.
The Craft Scotland Director attends all Board meetings, along with senior and other
staff by invitation.
There is a Finance & Remunerations sub-committee, which meets two weeks before
every full Board meeting. This consists of three Board members and the Director.
Short-term pop-up ‘task forces’ are created from time to time to enable a few Board
and staff members to explore key topics.
Members are expected to attend all Board meetings, and sub-committee meetings as
appropriate. If a member is unable to attend, pre-meeting input by phone or email to
the Chair is encouraged. Any member who attends fewer than 50% of the available
opportunities in a year may be asked to resign.
Board members are also warmly invited to attend Craft Scotland events and
activities. These include the biennial conference, annual Summer Show, talks and
panel discussions, showcase events and exhibition private views.
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Who else is involved?
Craft Scotland is run by a small but highly committed and effective staff team, who draft
and deliver strategies and plans for programming, communications, learning and outreach.
The website lists the current staff team. Board members have the opportunity to meet staff
colleagues and understand more of their work as part of the Induction process and through
formal meetings, sub-groups and at events.
The organisation is supported by an Advisory Group, which brings together up to 12
makers, curators and other craft industry professionals. The group has no formal
governance role, but informs thinking, providing sector perspectives and advising on new
initiatives, challenges and opportunities. It meets twice yearly with the Craft Scotland
Director and a Board representative. Members participate on a voluntary basis for a twoyear term, enabling a rotation of views and representation. We aim to reach a broad range
of backgrounds, disciplines and materials, experience and career stages, business models and
geography. Current members can be found on the Advisory Group page of our website.
We are part of the UK Craft Alliance, which regularly brings together the national
agencies of the UK’s four nations to share insights and plan joint initiatives.

Why join our Board?
Eight good reasons to come on Board…
You will have the opportunity to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Help develop an inspiring and creative sector
Promote excellence, innovation and entrepreneurship
Reach wider audiences and support emerging and established talent
Shape strategy and achieve significant aims
Be part of a dynamic and progressive team
Build valuable career experience and profile
Network with diverse, expert and creative professionals
Enjoy inspiring events and exhibitions

What are we looking for?
All candidates must be committed to the strategic development of Craft Scotland and free
to act as advocates for the organisation and our work. We are looking for:
•
•
•
•
•

The enthusiasm to get to know and champion the work of Craft Scotland
The ability to work in a team - to share your insights, listen and support consensus
Generosity with personal and business skills when called on to help
Contacts and influence in your own local, personal or professional circles
Sensitivity and respect for confidentiality
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•

Commitment to the time and duties required of a Board member

We are particularly looking for people with experience in one or more of the following:
•
•
•
•

Digital innovation
Advocacy and media relations
Income generation, fundraising or business modelling
Addressing equalities

and also
•
•
•
•

Sustainability and tackling the climate emergency
International networks and impact
Promoting wellbeing, including mental health and resilience
Developing learning and community engagement

Who are we looking for?
Equal Opportunity & Access
We believe that everyone should have the opportunity to see, enjoy, learn about and
participate in craft. We are committed to equality and opposed to all forms of unfair
discrimination. We believe that embracing diversity enriches the sector and sparks new
manifestations and interpretations of contemporary craft.
We encourage applications from candidates from all backgrounds. If you are concerned
about any issues which might prevent your participation (such as accessibility, travel, caring
responsibilities, costs or digital facilities) please email us on hello@craftscotland.org. We are
very happy to discuss what support is available.

Board balance
We periodically assess the make-up of our Board using a matrix to assess skills, knowledge
and experience, demographic mix and geographic reach. This helps us recognise strengths,
identify gaps and prioritise areas for Board development and recruitment. Our October
audit, and our developing strategic priorities, underlined a need for additional expertise and
the need to rebalance Board profile. We are keen to connect with other perspectives and
networks, and those currently under-represented on public bodies:
•

People with diverse lived experience – being Black, Asian, Mixed Heritage and/or
Person of Colour, LGBTQIA+, under 50, or living with a disability - we welcome a
range of backgrounds to bring real diversity of thought and experience.
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•

People from across Scotland and beyond. We will look at ways to enable
participation, including reimbursing appropriate travel expenses, considering caring
responsibilities when scheduling, and using online video calling / conference calling to
minimise time, cost and carbon emissions.

•

Professional curators, craft industry professionals and makers, designers
and artists living and working in Scotland and beyond. This includes people working
in one or more of Craft Scotland’s supported disciplines, and those who are
producing work which: demonstrates excellence and the unique vision of its maker;
is originally conceived and skilfully made; and is designed and made either by the
maker or through small-batch production under direct supervision.

How to apply
If this opportunity interests you, please provide us with:
•

Either a covering letter (maximum two sides of A4), or a simple 5-minute video,
which explains:
1. Why you are interested in Craft Scotland
2. What knowledge, skills and experience you would bring to the Board
3. What you would like to gain from your involvement

•

A current CV (maximum two sides of A4)

•

A completed equal opportunities form

Email your application to Gwenan Davies, Office Assistant, at gwenan@craftscotland.org.
Please include Craft Scotland Board Opportunity in the subject line
and submit your application by 5pm, Wednesday 25 November 2020.
Shortlisted candidates will be invited to an interview online, using Zoom. The selection
panel will be: Board Chair Catherine Holden, Board members Sandra Gunn and Rebecca
Peppiette, and Craft Scotland Director Irene Kernan.
Prior to appointment the chosen candidate/s will be invited to observe a Board meeting.

Key dates
Deadline for receipt of applications: by 5pm, Wednesday 25 November 2020
Interviews (online): Monday 30 November and Wednesday 2 December 2020
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Any questions?
If you have questions or would like a brief exploratory chat before applying, please contact:
Catherine Holden, Chair, at chair@craftscotland.org or Irene Kernan, Director, at
irene@craftscotland.org.
Information on Craft Scotland can be found at www.craftscotland.org
and through our social channels: Twitter Instagram Facebook YouTube LinkedIn

Appendix: Role Profiles
Role Profile - Board Member
Every member of the Craft Scotland Board is responsible for working proactively –
individually and collectively – to enable the organisation to set and achieve its goals for
beneficiaries.
All members have certain legal, financial and fiduciary duties under company and charity law,
and are accountable to policy-making and funding bodies. Even though many of these duties
are delegated to staff, the ultimate responsibility for all aspects of the organisation’s
operation lies with Board members. It is therefore important for each member to
understand the history and current operation of the organisation and keep abreast of other
issues that might affect it.
Remuneration:

Unremunerated; travel expenses may be claimed and
relevant training may be funding

Location:

Staff offices and main Board meetings in Edinburgh

Tenure:

Two terms of three years

Time commitment:

Board meetings: generally five per year, plus one annual awayday.
Quarterly Finance & Remuneration Committee meetings as
appropriate. Representing the organisation at events. Some availability
to advise between meetings (in person, by phone or online) including
ad hoc short-life task groups.

Overall responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•

Provide expertise, advice and guidance
Jointly set strategic direction, to achieve the organisation’s aims, vision and values
Develop, advise on and approve strategic and operational targets, plans and budgets,
ensuring appropriate resources are in place
Monitor implementation and outcomes, to maximise impact for beneficiaries
Oversee financial health and income generation, support fundraising, and ensure sound
and effective financial controls and asset management
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•
•
•

Ensure policies and procedures are in place which comply with current company and
charity law, health & safety, employment and equal opportunities legislation
Ensure that risks are effectively managed and that the organisation acts with probity
Champion and represent the organisation

Specific activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regularly attend Board meetings and the AGM
Prepare for meetings by reading papers in advance, listening carefully and contributing
succinctly to discussions
Provide advice between meetings, as required by committees/task groups or as
requested by the Chair
Represent the organisation at Craft Scotland exhibition openings, conferences,
stakeholder meetings and other events
Promote the organisation proactively, making introductions to personal and professional
networks, liaising with sector stakeholders, and sharing feedback
Contribute to the recruitment, guidance and appraisal of the Director, via the Chair
Approve staffing structure, terms & conditions and levels of pay
Contribute (as required) to any grievance or disciplinary procedures
Contribute to the specification and recruitment of new Board members
Annually contribute to the collective appraisal of Board performance and your own role

Qualities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A commitment to carry out the duties of a Board member, devoting the necessary time
Ability to think strategically and creatively
Good judgement and independence of mind; integrity, openness and objectivity
Interpersonal skills
Ability to work collaboratively as a member of a team, to state personal views and be
open to others, to develop consensus and accept majority decisions
Ability to raise and deal openly with issues, to support and challenge constructively
The ability to treat sensitive information confidentially
Willingness to offer personal and professional skills to support the work of the staff
Willingness to learn and to stay informed about the sector, its issues and developments
Relevant networks, with willingness and skills to champion the organisation
Enthusiasm for and commitment to the aims and work of Craft Scotland

Knowledge and experience
A ‘skills matrix’ is used to analyse current Board strengths and particular needs for each
recruitment round, alongside opportunities to diversify the Board. Overall skills may include:
•
•
•
•

Understanding of financial management
Leadership experience within an organisation
Experience of working with and/or within other Boards
Understanding of the principles of good governance

Role Profile - Chair of the Board
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The Chair’s role is to represent and lead the Board in collectively enabling Craft Scotland to
fulfil its purpose – ensuring clear direction and plans, and monitoring implementation and
outcomes, to maximise impact for beneficiaries.
As the leader and spokesperson for the Board, the Chair must keep in close touch with the
organisation’s activities, with fellow Board members and with the organisation’s Director.
Remuneration:

Unremunerated; travel expenses may be claimed

Location:

Staff offices and most Board meetings in Edinburgh

Tenure:

Two terms of three years from the point of appointment as Chair

Time commitment:

Board meetings: generally five per year, plus one annual awayday.
Ex officio member of Finance Committee. Represents the organisation
at stakeholder meetings and events in Scotland and beyond.
Availability between meetings (in person, by phone or online) including
ad hoc short-life task groups and regular meetings with the Director.

Overall responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure strategic direction is clear and agreed, with effective plans in place
Enable the effective operation of the Board and the positive contribution of each
member
Ensure an effective relationship between the Board and staff/volunteers
Ensure an effective relationship between the Board and external stakeholders
Act as an ambassador and spokesperson: the collective voice of the Board
Establish appropriate controls to oversee organisational performance and progress
Ensure appropriate and compliant corporate governance procedures are followed
Ensure that risks are effectively managed and that the organisation acts with probity
Recruit, line manage and support the Director on behalf of the Board, meeting regularly,
agreeing strategic objectives and conducting annual appraisals

Specific activities
•
•

•
•
•

Plan and prepare Board meetings and AGM with the Director (and others as
appropriate)
Chair Board meetings, ensuring:
o business is dealt with and decisions made
o decisions, actions and deliberations are adequately minuted
o the implementation of decisions is clearly assigned and monitored
o a balance between time-keeping and space for discussion
Ensure appropriate support and supervision for the Director, senior staff, volunteers or
consultants directly managed by or reporting to the Board
Lead the recruitment of Board members, ensuring diversity, appropriate skills,
knowledge and experience, and effective induction
Lead the appraisal of collective Board performance and individual members annually
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•

Ensure that a successor is found before the term of office finishes

Note: The Chair acts as the decision maker on any matters that require Board authorisation
but which cannot wait until the next Board meeting. All decisions made by the Chair
between meetings must be within agreed policy parameters and will later be brought to the
full Board for formal ratification. Financial decisions are made in conjunction with the
Finance Committee, and approval of significant spend follows a scheme of delegation.
Qualities
•
•
•
•
•

Strong leadership skills, with the ability to motivate, support and constructively challenge
Interpersonal skills, including proactive networking, relationship building, diplomacy and
powers of persuasion
Integrity, openness and objectivity
Demonstrable commitment to the organisation and its purpose
The ability to run a meeting well, to foster collaborative working and achieve consensus

Knowledge and experience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chairing or working as part of one or more Boards
Senior strategic leadership within an organisation
Chairing meetings and events
External representation, delivering presentations, influencing stakeholders
Good understanding of financial management
Strong understanding of the principles of good governance
Relevant knowledge (preferably of the crafts sector and issues affecting it)

The Chair should also fulfil the role profile set out for all Craft Scotland Board members.

Role Profile | Vice Chair
The Vice Chair may be asked to undertake the duties and powers of Chair, at the request
of the Chair: in their absence, or as required on an interim basis following resignation. The
Vice Chair also carries out specific duties including the performance review of the Director.

Induction
On joining the Board, an induction pack will be provided and briefing meetings arranged,
along with individual support as required. This will help Board members to understand the
organisation and wider craft sector, and ensure they are well-informed in key areas and
clear about their collective and individual responsibilities, powers and duties.
•

The induction pack includes: (i) The Memorandum and Articles of Association, (ii) most recent
set of accounts, (iii) the OSCR Guidance for Charity Trustees, (iv) Strategic Plan, and key sub-
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•
•

strategies / plans / policies including the Advocacy Policy and Plan, (vi) Board and Committee
structure and membership, (vi) these Board Role Profiles
Briefings will include the opportunity to observe an initial Board meeting, meet
individually with Chair, and a visit to the offices to meet the Director and team
Other available support may include mentoring from an experienced Board member
(‘Board Buddy’), and the opportunity to attend governance events or training (eg Arts &
Business Scotland ‘Introduction to Being a Trustee’ workshop, Creative Scotland ‘Chair
Matters’ forum)

This information is available in large print on request:
please email gwenan@craftscotland.org or call +44 (0)131
357 3283
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Craft Scotland
Supporting Makers, Promoting Craft

Craft Scotland is the national development
agency for craft.
We put makers at the heart of all we do,
championing diverse and high-quality
contemporary craft.
We help people learn about, appreciate and
buy craft, promoting the contribution of
craft to Scotland’s cultural, economic and
social well-being.

Contact
Craft Scotland, Studio 6 & 7, Castle Mills
2 Gilmore Park, Edinburgh EH3 9FN
www.craftscotland.org
hello@craftscotland.org
+44 (0)131 357 3288

Craft Scotland is a company limited by guarantee registered in
Scotland no. SC 270245. A registered Scottish Charity no. SC 039491.

Through our exhibitions and events
programmes, digital platforms and strategic
partnerships, we provide leadership for
the sector.
We create opportunities for makers to
develop their creative and business
practice, and to exhibit and sell work in
Scotland and beyond.
We are a registered charity supported by
Creative Scotland.

